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Letter from the Editors
Welcome to this edition of The Wellington Street Review. We are so pleased and proud to
present this to our readers. For both of us, the theme of Pride is close to our hearts. We are
passionate about supporting our community and so we'd like to take the opportunity with
this letter to recognise the courage of those who came before us, and the activism still
taking place.
In 1966, Humphrey Berkeley ascribed his defeat in the General Election to his stance on the
decriminalisation of homosexual acts. In 1967, the Sexual Offences Act 1967 was passed
after one of the most intense nights in Parliamentary history. The Sexual Offences Act
maintained general prohibitions on buggery and indecency between men except for a
limited decriminalisation of homosexual acts where three conditions were met; 1) the act
had to be consensual, 2) the act had to take place in private and 3) the act could involve
only people that had attained the age of 21. This was a higher age of consent than that for
heterosexual acts, which was set at 16. This act extended only to England and Wales.
Legalisation in Scotland would take place in 1981 (Criminal Justice [Scotland] Act 1980) and
Northern Ireland in 1982 (Dudgeon v. United Kingdom)
As a child growing up in Lisburn (not Lisbon, as some are so keen to confuse it), I can
remember listening to radio debates about the ethics of refusing a double bed in a hotel to
a same-sex couple. I remember being sat in a PSD lesson next to my friend Jess as we had a
quiz in Year Nine (aged 13-14) about sex laws in the UK. She was saying “Age of consent laws
are both 16! I’m sure!” I didn’t know what age of consent meant. Anyway.
In July 1997, the European Commission of Human Rights found Articles 8 and 14 of the
European Convention on Human Rights violated by a discriminatory age of consent, on the
ground that there was no objective and reasonable justification for maintaining a higher
minimum age for male homosexual acts (Sutherland v. United Kingdom; female acts had
never been technically illegal). Those campaigning against the amendment claimed they
were acting to ‘protect children’. Baroness Young, the leader of the campaign against the
amendment, said, “Homosexual practices carry great health risks to young people”. She
meant victims of HIV/AIDs. She never mentioned the victims of HIV/AIDs and the
government did not try to lessen the effects of HIV/AIDs on the community.
The UK’s last ‘anti-gay’ law (sections 146(4) and 147(3) of the Criminal Justice and Public
Order Act 1994, relating to homosexual relations in the Merchant Navy) was repealed in
2017.
From 2010, gender reassignment remains protected under the Equality Act. The title ‘Mx’ is
recognised by the Higher Education Statistics Agency. In September 2015, the Ministry of
Justice responded to a petition calling for self-determination of legal gender, stating that
they were not aware of "any specific detriment" experienced by non-binary people unable
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to have their gender legally recognised. Protection for non-binary people and the ‘x’ marker
on passports has been on hold since 2016. Legal access to gender-related medical treatment
and full protection under hate speech crime laws is still lacking in both Scotland and
Northern Ireland (North West Lancashire Health Authority v A, D and G pertaining only to
England and Wales; Criminal Justice Act 2003). This is not giving any space to the growing
TERF rhetoric in UK politics.
While the UK is moving forward with its legislation to include and protect LGBT people in
society, the shadow of colonial influence is still felt in many countries. LGBT people around
the world face the risk of imprisonment and execution. At the Wellington Street Review, we
are free to read and submit. We hope always to be. However, this month we are asking our
readers to make a donation to Rainbow Railroad.
This charity works to uphold the human rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender
people in countries where they are under threat, often liberated British colonies. In some
cases, they help them to flee. You can find the donation buttons on our page or the charity’
official website.
Happy Pride. The fight’s not over yet.
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A Wilfred Owen Pastiche | Gareth Culshaw
up the lane, shadowless roads the muttered way
to the station,
stepped on trains from an unwritten day.
lost their tongues have nothing to say
the thinning of a nation.
wood pigeons watched and a full bellied rat
sniffed the air,
its eyes more alert for the railway cat.
the engine triggered when men sat.
the imagined snare
the night hid, questions muted, they chugged.
wedged apart:
sent by a whistle the wheels slugged;
gone were the wives they hugged
without their heart.
will they come back to beer and song
on gasping trains?
the left, the left, some left to say its wrong,
will sneak back in before the bong,
and distant rains.
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The Hermaphrodite | L. A. L. Friedman
Half a man, I bleed when the moon bleeds.
My cycle waits to synchronize with hers:
the woman whose reputation I’ll wolf into,
whose husband’s money shall one day sustain
my opium habit. We’ll be each other’s open
secret: she the showgirl of my pain,
I of her lust the inconnu. Polite
society will hang us – thief & slut.
Well, let the wide world seethe, I say. Let God
blush at the sick cruelties I inflict
upon my broken self. I’ll be your clown,
madame. I’ll juggle all my selves for you.
But even I can’t lift the mask that cloaks
my female sorrow with a boyish pride.

This poem, vaguely inspired by Charles Baudelaire, is a little fantasy about being nonbinary in
nineteenth-century France.
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Errant | L. A. L. Friedman
O to be king
To cast off this heavy garden of petticoats
To wear a sword in my belt
Its hilt twined with roses
Its blade milk-white
As I run
Thistles trail behind me through the grass
I live in a castle on a cloud
My hair reaches to the ground like an autumn beanstalk
O to cut myself loose
Like a ship from its moorings
And leap through the window
Through cloud and cloud
And land on my feet like a cat
I am a tomcat without whiskers
I am a king wearing someone else’s crown
O to be true
My laugh is girlish
My body belongs to the moon my mother
But my heart is a king’s heart
And my eye is a tiger’s eye
And my stride is rakish
And my breast is gallant
O for a friend to make the adventure merrier
O for a damsel to save
I would let her fall into my arms
If she would let me be her Don Quixote
Her knight without a name
Her cavalier without a cock
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This poem is an attempt to work out some of my feelings about gender; I used a historical setting and
fairytale imagery because I find I relate more to those things than to modernity, and because
questioning one’s gender identity sometimes feels like living in a fantasy. The title refers both to the
romantic “knight-errant” trope in medieval literature and to the pervasive misconception that to be
transgender is somehow wrong or an error.
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Collapse | Robert Beveridge
The last piece of what was once the Lodge
caved in today. All roads now lead
to a rubble-filled hole
in the ground frequented
only by inquisitive children, rodents,
and the odd bargain hunter or two.
The men of the Lodge now meet at the fire station.
Membership has dropped.
No one remembers how the Lodge fell,
only that one morning chunks of rock
were scattered about the sidewalk.
From there, it was time, erosion,
the slow crawl from love to indifference.

Collapse draws heavily on the FMV game Harvester, which came out right around that same time,
but other than that, the two have zero in common. Relationships are universal, as much so as
abandoned buildings, and often suffer the exact same fate. I thought a lot about whether this one
should go here, and whether it undercut the theme. But ultimately I think of Pride (in the QUILTBAG
sense) as visibility, exposure, rather than celebration, and it strikes me that bright-siding it is doing
the entire idea a disservice. And thus, here we are.
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A Midsommer Nights Dreame | Annie
Blake
‘If we shadows have offended … That you have but slumber'd here, While these visions did appear… Now to 'scape the
serpent's tongue …’ in A Midsummer Night's Dream by William Shakespeare

/ i pulled into / for on hot summer nights / i thought everyone experienced hypnagogic
hallucinations / warm sleep like soup around my eyes / how waves sweep away the tic toc
current / and thick as smog / i wade my way through my house / its spine / wiped clean and
white / rooms still dusty with yesterday’s dusk / when the sky’s suppression failed and all
was low bellied / for estrogen levels can fall / fall and fall / the rain turned down / cogs
stagnant / tears clogged where my cheeks are jammed with rouge /
/ o dawn like raindrops as i surface / it’s day / pitter-patter / how your infant arms hand me
holy / my asymptote / my midsummer maypole / trajectory of polarized thinking / even
though i will never reach the top of the ladder / wi-wanyang-wa-c'i-pi and ho-c'o-ka / for
loving my children
is learning how to accept myself in secret / for the non-indigenous don’t understand
how the devil first chants when you’re very young / my obstetrician and our hippocratic
oath /
my daughter didn’t realize she was born with a womb / our umbilical chord / golden and
braided tones / thick and cream /
/ but when my child hides under the bed / atrophied / with all her scared-strength / because
i refuse to contain her fear / sometimes my mind feels like an overcrowded hospital or
curriculum / she back-bucks the bed and my whole house is in ruins / because mothers who
cannot contain their children’s souls have never learnt to build their own house /
/ my father / with me / how we decorated our utility pole with flowers / and the outside of
our house / odin hung himself on yggdrasil / lemons at his feet / end of the hall / i opened a
bird cage of canaries / i swallow and the color of summer /
/ i hand them down a golden cross like my parents hung around my neck / it was the day
of silver / moon day / manic monday / is the most active day for suicide ideation / his feet
pinned in / nails the color of cherries / sometimes menstruation can look as black as
sacrificial grapes
or currant wine / for our current mindset holds us fast / casts / his face when he waits for
me
to pass through / waits and the longing swing of his clock / i keep reassuring him / it’s not
about you / his stick arms out of his face like a child’s drawing /
/ she says / i’m hungry but i don’t want to eat tomato / because i don’t want to feel
squashed / mrs. clennam’s house / how it falls / we think towers are rockets / the watch
that dimes
and whines gold like the moon and my money in my hip pocket / how i pounded
through each interval / unpicked it like a uteral stitch / and how the fire flights the tower
while
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i watch far out to see /

This poem explores walking into the psyche as one does in a house. It plays around with the
nonspatiotemporal aspects of the unconscious (psyche) and how it compares to consciousness. And
how being overwhelmed by the unconscious can distort our conscious perceptions. The narrator is
concerned with how her children have inherited her complexes. But also, realizes there is a golden
shadow. And that the evolutionary trade-off is that they are very creative and passionate. The
narrator discusses the difficulty of ‘waiting through’ for growth. Even though time and space can be
constraints, they give structure and time to rebuild ourselves. But when we rush through our
individuation, we miss what is right under our nose.
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Off-Script | Angelo Lorenzo
The mirror did not lie about my age. With only eleven minutes to prepare, I dabbed
my face with the sponge of the foundation, then smacked my lips after I applied lipstick.
Although my hairline had reached the top of my head, I managed to cover the lines in my
skin that traced the corners of my eyes. I’ve always believed these lines had deepened
because of laughter and smiles for the benefit of my viewers.
I picked up the script from my dresser table and read the questions I had to ask. This
would be the first time that I’d see him after a long time, and I didn’t know this thought
could give me shivers despite being fully clothed in my suit and trousers in the dressing
room. Speaking my lines out loud took a while, but this had become my routine every night
so I wouldn’t stutter in front of the camera. We’ve always been shot live, and the script was
crucial to keep things in order.
I barely noticed the time as I kept shrugging the memories that gradually came back
as my temples throbbed. But three knocks on the door suggested Ramona checking in on
me. I opened it and saw our production manager standing outside.
“Five minutes before show time, Sir,” she said, raising and opening her palm to
gesture the number with her fingers.
I nodded and sighed. “I’ll be there.”
With one more glance in the mirror, I buttoned my suit. The sleeves had loosened as
my arms had thinned. What would he think of me? I asked myself. But I knew that question
was not important.
I went to the studio where the program will be broadcast live. From the backstage, I
emerged to the stage where two couches were situated on the center. Between them stood
a table no higher than the knees of any guest sitting over the couch. On the stage’s
backdrop, the LCD screen attached to the wall played the opening title. Overhead, lights
shone. Beneath the stage, rows of seats were occupied by tonight’s audience – folks that
waited in line outside the studio’s building since this afternoon. On the stage’s edge stood
the cameras and the teleprompter.
I heard faint cheers, but the staff assigned to signal the audience’s reactions calmed
them down. The live broadcast did not start yet, but viewers at home could already see the
opening title playing in their screens.
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Before I sat on the couch, Ramona darted towards me to pin the lapel on my collar.
“Is he here?” I asked, knowing that the microphone was not yet turned on.
“Yup. But Frenchie is still doing the necessary preparations for him.” She patted my
shoulders as I straightened my suit. “I bet she’s still savoring her time with him.” She
chuckled.
“I wouldn’t wonder why.”
In all the years that Ramona had managed production, this routine never tired both
of us. From small talks about what the guest was doing before the show started, to asking
about what could be done differently every night to increase ratings, these random topics
helped with the nerves.
The upbeat music of the opening title blared throughout the studio before the voice
over spoke. “Find out the latest celebrity news straight from the source!” the cheerful male
voice intoned. I remembered hearing it being recorded for the first time by one of Ramona’s
acquaintances in the entertainment industry. That man went on to voice trailers for the
network’s film production company.
I looked behind us and saw the opening title playing a clip of Miss Universe 2015 Pia
Wurtzbach in a blue sparkling dress sitting over the couch where she stated that she’d never
forget Cagayan de Oro as her hometown despite being based in New York City for her year
of reign.
“You’ll do great just like old times,” Ramona said as she adjusted my tie. “You even
made a beauty queen laugh. I heard your guest tonight has dated her once.”
I shook my head. “I can’t confirm that unless I ask him. How old is old anyway?”
The screen shifted to a scene that showed filmmaker Brillante Mendoza, with his
trimmed moustache sitting on the same couch where Pia had sat. It was in 2016 when I
interviewed him about his film that made it to the Cannes Film Festival.
“From inquiries about pop culture trends to political revelations!” the voice over
continued.
The screen shifted to a clip where former President Rodrigo Duterte waved his hand
to silence my question. “How would you feel if you were a father to a minor who’s been
shot dead on the streets because he was mistaken as a drug user in your Anti-Drug
Campaign that encouraged extra-judicial killings?” I remembered asking him that question.
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The former president scoffed. “I can make more sons.”
The next day, that statement made the headlines.
“What do you mean how old?” Ramona asked.
I sighed. “I’ll be a senior citizen in fifteen years.”
It was meant as a joke, but Ramona did not laugh. “Then there’ll be fifteen more
seasons of…” The voice over uttered the name at the same time, “…Call it a Night with Jim
Jimenez.”
As Ramona scurried back to the backstage, I sat over my couch, and crossed my legs.
The lights shone brighter and the audience cheered and applauded after the staff’s signal.
“Good evening, Philippines, and let’s call it a night!” I said my usual introduction. The
audience cheered and the opening music ended. Then came the usual spiel about today’s
events and the most recent triumph of our guest who had arrived in the country after
attending a prestigious awards ceremony last week.
“Now we all know Shane Santisteban has started out as a matinee idol in showbiz.
For over a decade, he has starred in various teleseryes and movies.” I shifted in my seat,
leaned forward, and brought my elbows over my knees. “But it wasn’t until he got the role
of an activist in a critically acclaimed film by Filipino-Canadian filmmaker Farrah Fedora that
he has hit his biggest break yet. He finds himself in Hollywood and…” I coughed.
I cleared my throat in a second. My eyes shifted to the teleprompter’s monitor in
which the lines in the script glowed in green letters. “I’m sorry about that.” I mumbled,
almost to myself. Mistakes rarely happened, and it took guts to avoid another one tonight.
I continued, “…his most recent achievement is not only the box office success the
film entitled, “Freedom’s March” has generated, but also the Oscar he now has in his sleeve.
What a feat!” I spread my arms and stood from the couch. The audience cheered as the
staff raised their hands to signal the cue. “He is the first Filipino to win the Oscar in the best
actor in a leading role category. Here with us tonight, everybody, is Mr. Shane Santisteban!”
The crowd erupted as I stood. From the side of the stage, the same entrance from
where I had passed through earlier, Shane took gallant steps in his black long-sleeved polo,
fitted jeans, and leather shoes. Minus the cape and mask, he looked like Zorro taking a
break from doing justice. His teeth shone as he smiled and his stubble glazed his cheeks and
chin. Tall and broad chested, age treated him better.
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In his hand was the golden miniature statue of a bald man standing. His Oscar trophy
glimmered beneath the lights as he presented it to the audience and the camera. His gallant
stride led him to the center of the stage where he stopped to see me. I offered my hand, but
he wrapped me in his arms instead. I tasted the mint of his perfume through my nose.
I didn’t let my surprise get the best of me especially when we were airing live. So
after he placed the statue on the table, we sat across from each other. The audience’s
cheers and applause gradually ceased.
“Welcome to the show, Shane,” I said.
“Thank you for having me, Jim,” he responded, crossing his legs. To the audience, he
addressed: “I can’t believe I’m finally here with Jim Jimenez!”
“Finally,” I snickered, not taking his response too seriously. I began asking him the
initial questions in the script, which were manifested by the teleprompter’s screen. I’ve
familiarized most of them, but I had to look at the monitor sometimes to make sure. Who
did you call first after you received your award? What were your thoughts before Julia
Roberts announced your name from the envelope? When did the producers inform you that
you got the role after your audition? Where were you when you knew about it? How did you
prepare for the role?
Shane uttered his answers too lightly with casual shrugs, brief pauses and occasional
chuckles. “I did call my mother backstage after my speech. But she saw the Oscars live. In
fact, she may be watching your program now.” He waved to the camera. “Oh, I thought that
Tom Hanks was gonna win, but my expectations failed me.” He seemed honest as he looked
at me and winked. “I was taping for a commercial when the producers informed me. I was in
Manila and my manager spilled the good news after she received their e-mail.”
To the last of the initial questions, he made a lengthy pause. He arched his back and
leaned against the couch’s backside. “Well, it’s a challenge to play the role of an activist in
the Martial Law era,” he said. “I read history books, interviewed survivors of Marcos’
regime, and tried walking across EDSA before principal photography took place.”
“So that’s what got the tabloids and blogs on social media raving!” I said. “Many
thought what went on in your mind walking all by yourself under the heat of the sun.”
He guffawed and the audience echoed. “That was me preparing, but activists during
the People Power Revolution must have experienced worse discomforts. Farrah’s historical
biopic did magnify the Filipino spirit of courage to achieve democracy during an
authoritarian regime.”
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Shane had changed so much since I last met him. His perpetual smile marked his
confidence and his cheerful mood made me comfortable despite the shivers I got earlier. All
the while, I nodded, clapped, and sometimes finished off his sentences when there was a
word he couldn’t remember. Perhaps, he couldn’t remember anymore what happened long
ago.
“So, what’s next for you?” I asked another question.
Shane gazed at the audience, and the lights from the ceiling gleamed over his eyes.
His smile faded gradually as if he found himself in deep thought. He faced me and leaned
forward.
Then he reached for my hand over the couch’s armrest.
“I wish to start over,” he said.
I pulled my hand away from his, turned to the camera, and said, “We’ll be back after
the break.”
“What? The show only has thirty minutes to air and it’s commercial-free!” I heard
Ramona speaking through the entrance that led to the backstage. I couldn’t blame anyone
for my decision. But if Shane wanted to bring things back, I couldn’t afford to expose what
we had on live television. It’s not that I wasn’t open about my identity; it’s just that I
couldn’t forget what he did many years ago.
In the hallway backstage, Shane attempted to follow me just as he did after I walked
hastily from the set. “You can act as you wish in your film projects, Shane, but not in my
show.”
He held my shoulder and pulled me to face him. “Jim, what else can I do?”
“Stop with the publicities!” I gritted my teeth. No one was in the hallway save for us,
and I tried to keep my voice down before anyone could have an inkling about our
conversation. Regardless, the staff must have been aware what was going on as he was
following me. But everyone was busy running the program and technicalities despite the
commercials going on.
“Isn’t this fame already enough for you? Why bother to attract attention in my
show?” I went on.
“It’s not attention that I want, Jim, it’s—”
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“Why now, Shane?” I took a step forward. “After all these years? Do you think you
can just easily step your way in my life again to bring back what you lost? Do you think it was
easy for me to agree with the producers’ decision to have you tonight? We’re no longer in
college, Shane, and this isn’t Cagayan de Oro, so whatever we had before is gone. You lost it
the moment you denied your true identity and denied us in your interview with Boy Abunda
years ago. All for the sake of your image… “ Boy Abunda was the Perez Hilton of the
Philippines before he retired.
I pointed at him and he stepped back. “Now look where it got you -- an Oscar to your
sleeve and millions of dollars in your bank account. Perhaps a mansion in Beverly Hills is the
next step? Congratulations!”
He reached for my hand again. “I don’t… I don’t need all of that. I am trying to set
things right again… with you…”
Years ago, an English major and a Journalism student met in a stage production of
Francisco Baltazar’s Florante at Laura. Many lauded the tale as the Filipino version of Romeo
and Juliet, but it did inspire another love story that ended in tragedy. That English major was
an aspiring actor who became an understudy to the role of Florante. During the premiere,
the lead actor had a flu and the understudy took his place. After the play, the Journalism
student interviewed him for the college paper, and even if he didn’t ask for his number
among his questions, the understudy gave it by his choice. Eventually, meet-ups turned to
dates turned to a semester’s worth of relationship before life after graduation tore them
apart. The English major moved to Manila to pursue acting, starred in minor roles that led to
major ones, and led to a breakthrough in Hollywood after auditioning for a monumental film
that depicted a triump in Filipino history. The Journalism major, however, stayed in Cagayan
de Oro City and worked as a reporter for a network, before pitching an idea about a
commercial-free late-night talk show to producers in the same network whose main
headquarters are located in the Philippines’ capital. Many years later, they reunited in the
show.
So much for remembering the past, I thought, but you can’t help remembering when
the situation requires you to.
“Don’t play with me, Shane,” I said.
He stepped back and sighed deeply, looking to the floor.
“It’s been over for years. We’re grown-ups now and we’ve made our choices.”
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He lifted his face and his eyes filled with tears. “I wasn’t the one who broke contact. I
tried reaching you, but you never responded. You blocked me on Facebook, you never
replied to my e-mails and texts, and you never answered my calls.”
“Then you must have thought about that before denying us and denying yourself to
the public,” I said, my voice breaking. “You could have been the voice of our community,
Shane. People like us needed to know that there was at least someone winning out there,
making other people see us in a new light. You have the talent and the influence, yet you
chose to hide yourself.”
“Yet if I revealed me, I wouldn’t reach this far.”
“Then is all this more important to you than being true?”
He took a few steps toward me, and he reached for my hands. I didn’t shrug him off
this time. His shoulders shook with his sobs.
“It’s never going to be enough,” he said. “All this… Jim, are you even happy?”
“What does it look like to you?”
“Excuse me, Sir!” Ramona appeared and called from the end of the hallway. “Three
minutes before the show returns.”
She must have heard us. But the hell I cared. This was the first time I saw Shane in
tears. There was no script for this moment. But I had to remind myself that he was a great
actor.
Three minutes later, we were in the couch again. The Oscar statue was no longer
standing on the table. The crew must have taken it and will return it to him after our
interview. With the night getting late, I had to explain to the producers tomorrow why the
show ended much later than it should.
The lights brightened and the music played back. The audience cheered and clapped.
This time, however, I could see many of them standing from their seats.
“And we’re back!” I said. I faced Shane who now sat with both his hands clasped
together and his lips pursed. He looked more uneasy than he had been earlier, as if his
confidence had just evaporated by the warmth of the glaring lights. I felt bad about myself
for confronting him like that. I shouldn’t have made him regret about his decision years ago.
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If he was not comfortable exposing his true self then, this could probably be the time to
start over. Wasn’t that what he said before the break?
“So, Shane…”
He looked at me, and his eyes no longer shone.
I looked at the teleprompter and read the next question. I looked back at him and I
knew that this moment wouldn’t happen again.
“Shall we continue from where we left off?”
I knew that question was not in the script, but I asked it anyway.
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Detestable Malcontent | Robin Ray
Detestable malcontent, braggard at the throat,
doused in cursive mahogany high heels and a
sarcoline-feathered boa, don’t hoist anchors
against skippers’ will. Begone, contemptable
knave, for these pines are not for you.
Dance, dance your umpteenth dance with
amethyst hares in hairy snowdrifts. Swivel
the lamps through your mighty cleaving,
let us all guess your corporeal name. If not
a sharp cavalry, then Easter sparrows shall
bear the coveted spears.
Circle, circle, circle the swaying parapets
till they drop like philodendron leaves.
These fire ants are porridges for elders.
A carpeted smile of Portuguese lute music
and you flag like olive-green oysters
in blustery north winds.
Lavender mute, colorful foil, fulvous
demimonde – even the graying platypus
agrees. With chartreuse hair on liquid skull,
striated pardalote wings soaring high above
marshmallow marshes and concreted plains,
we adore you while despising this reality.
Could you please tell us your name?
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Photo of Claude | Glen Sorestad
Claude grins across the decades at me. I took
this three by three inch black and white, June 1955,
though I don’t recall the moment. I was eighteen,
a bank clerk, a year out of high school.
One evening, we took fishing rods to the banks
of the Valley River to sample what the river
might offer, fishing below the small weir
buttressing the spring melt. Our whim launched
us into an unexpected evening’s pike-fest,
one scrappy northern after another, an even dozen,
none very large, but all of them edible.
Claude, four years older, came from a small
French community south along the Rat River
to a summer as the town’s recreation director.
We boarded at the same place, but had known
each other only a few weeks. Claude played
baseball and coached the town’s team.
We toted the fish home, presented them proudly
to our landlady. While she seemed pleased
with our offering, she may well have feigned this,
since I cannot recall her actually serving it to us.
I left Grandview for good at month’s end.
Never saw or heard from Claude. Ever again.
But here, he grins a boyish exuberance,
a dashing young man, a talented athlete brimming
with the confidence of one who both expected
to win and showed how with grace and style.
A small slice of rediscovered past that triggers
an ache in me that is indefinable but real.

Photo of Claude is a memory poem where the narrator recalls a confident young man who was a part
of his own youth. Claude had the kind of confidence in himself that comes from self-pride, something
the narrator obviously admires.
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memoir | Paul Robert Mullen
we’d ogle the skies
across residential streets
the distant peaks
way above pirouetting chimney smoke
falling asleep satisfied
shattered from biking
the valleys after school kick out
you would point
your fingers looked
frail even then
a single colossal elm dominating
the corner of our cul-de-sac
our den / your refuge
the town lighting up like christmas
we moved away one summer
it ripped me up
inside
like unwanted mail
you waved as we pulled away
the back seat loaded with
junk and me
there were no lights
no carnival
when we stopped
at the services i asked dad
if i’d see you again
he gave me an ice-cream
turned the radio up
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The Ride in Pride, the Write of Righteous Indignation | Ruth Sabath
Rosenthal

This old heart of mine no longer beats
down the doldrums, nor turns humdrum
bright as gold, as it did in my prime;
and nightly, in dreams high in my vessel
of wanting delight, it’s strangers acting
out my desires. Imagine that! Intruders
beating me to the punch in the quest for
hot sex: Moist bodies embrace, legs, twixt
& twain, heighten each twist & turn
of a lusty mind. This particular morning
I wake far from alright, vowing to lotion
my loins, daily, perfume my skin and, if
my old man again says Not tonight dear
I’ll write this craft of mine, shove it
in his face, and ride out the current
into the sunset with as much dignity
as I can muster.
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Race Home | Angelica M. Ramos-Santa
Hung on the sky blue walls of a backwoods art gallery, a picture of a woman calls out
to me. She stood at a “colored” bus stop in Manhattan surrounded by women the same
stature. Her head was turned toward the right and her forehead was creased with worry.
Her fingers gripped the straps of the purse that hung from her right shoulder, a vice. Her
hair was slicked back, not a curl out of place and the collar of her shirt looked so stiff and
starched I could almost smell the box of detergent through the glass.
My eyes were drawn to hers and the thin lines between her eyebrows which, would
be invisible to those who don’t understand her struggle. I could hear her screaming inside
from the solemn look in her eye. I wished, in that moment, I could jump into the frame, back
to the sixties, to tell her that the future holds no worries, but that would be a lie.
The bus will drop her off last when the sky is darker than her skin. Men of all colors
will sit outside bars lining the street corners as motown’s sweet music softly drifted in the
wind. Drunkenness knows no division. She can smell the alcohol on their breath even from
her distance. They will hoot and holler at her as she would begin her five block walk home,
alone. She has to ignore the drunken compliments and the nasty things, hoping that she will
be able to just make it home without having to pull out her knife. What good is a knife most
days, anyway, when the men are twice her size and hunt in packs like coyotes? She could
have stared up at the night sky once or twice, making eye contact with the moon.
“You know,” she would whisper to it, “You only shine because the rest of the sky is
dark.”
The rest of her walk home would be silent, staring straight ahead. She’d see people
walking about. Single men. Young couples without chaperones. She won’t look at any of
them. She won’t want any trouble. She just had to make it home in time to feed her babies
and her husband.
Just three blocks away from home, a man will call out to her. She will keep walking
with her head down. He would keep hollering. His voice will boom, like it was getting closer,
so she would bolt away, in her short chunky heels and skirt, wishing she was closer to home.
“Hey!”
She’ll freeze, tired and out of breath.
“Lady!”
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“Look,” she’ll wheeze out, panting, “ I don’t want no trouble. If you want money, I
don’t have any. If you want anything else, I have nothing to give you. Nothing, you hear?
Now, you leave me alone. I’ve told you the truth, I have nothing.”
“Okay, Ma’am but...I was just looking for directions to the bus stop.”
Her breathing will calm as she points in the direction she came from, “Sorry, boy. It’s
a few blocks that way, on the corner between two bars. Once you smell beer, you’re there.
Can’t miss it.”
Standing in the gallery, I picture her walking that last block or two home, rushing through
the door, her purse dropping to the ground with a new unimportance. Hugging her babies
tightly, she would breathe in the scent of their skin and the smell of detergent on their
clothes. Her son would shyly tell her that he stained his good shirt and for a moment she
wouldn’t care because she came home to all of her children there.
Having a black or tan child is dangerous and yet, relief would wash over her the same
way it will wash over me, one day. My kids will be a mixture of both. She prayed back then
the way I will, years from now, for their safety. We pray they get the chance to live without
fear. We pray that our sons don’t lose their lives on street corners holding up a pack of
candy or a cell phone to prove their innocence. We pray that our children will be able to
speak the language of their people freely without hearing, “This is America, speak English.”
We pray that our daughters can safely walk the streets alone and not be prayed
upon for the clothes that she wears or the color of her skin being the fantasy of a cruel
fetish. We pray that the world will love our children the way we do, the way we will one
day, even if they are all pepper but no salt or pepper and spices stirred together. We pray
that a social construct is no longer a reason to take children from mothers and mothers
from children. We pray that the police won’t show up to family barbecues and leave with
our fathers in handcuffs. We pray that one day mankind will also mean womankind and be
color kind. We pray, I tell you. That’s all we have left to do.
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Would she recognize her granddaughter in her jewelry | Hanna Ketting
Wearing her earrings
I think of her,
and wonder what parts of me were in her own reflection.
Of hers, I have nothing but the sorrow
that's been whispered,
and these—
Silver studs and gold hoops,
blue-green stones from Mexico,
an empty locket,
and rosary beads.
I imagine her as she once was,
when her jewelry was her own.
Did she treasure them as I do?
Or is it her death that makes them special?
When it happened, did they ache at their loss,
and grow silent,
waiting to be worn again?
Now mine,
I wonder,
do they know I, too, am hers?

Would she recognise her granddaughter in her jewelry is about my biological grandmother, a
woman I never met. She suffered from bipolar disorder and took her own life a month before I was
born. This poem is actually the first poem that came to me completely, like Athena from Zeus. I was
wearing the gold hoops and then looked in the mirror—then sprung the poem. I often wonder what
she was like. This poem helps me handle those feelings.
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Contains references to rape

Travel/I explore | Prithiva Sharma
I am somehow a tourist in my own country;
my body is a map of my country,
each bare patch of skin a gali that girls
are told not to pass through
my father has an affinity for old hindi music
and every day I wake up to kishore kumar/hemant kumar/talat mahmood/someone
the thing about old hindi music is that
it has taught me all throughout that
our lives are not ours, they’re up
for sacrifice
funny enough, that is what modern hindi music
teaches me about my body, that it is not mine,
it’s up for sale
in a market I never knew existed
a lesson in ancient sexual practices
took me to khajuraho, where I saw
an entire wall of porn more explicit than the internet
(they call it puja, a prayer ritual,
while we are punished for this religion)
remember I mentioned a gali girls shouldn’t pass through?
this – sex – was that;
as of 2018, homosexuality is decriminalized in India
as of 2018, victim shaming is still the most famous kink in India
this one time, a rape victim was told
“call your rapist bhai and he will leave you”
this one time, I called my classmate bhai
and he said “don’t call me bhai, I don’t want
to be ‘brozoned’”
we have brothers but we really don’t
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we have fathers but that is never the point
we have mothers but somehow, they’re
the silent patriots ready to pull the rope
colonization=patriarchy=”civilizing the wild”
we, as women, are wild (we start with a ‘W’ too)
so, I have to hide my flesh
because my body is my family/society/country
and those who run it don’t want to desecrate their temples
I am a tourist in my own country, my own body,
because I don’t know my own identity
every once in a while someone comes along
and tells me what I am
(you’re too loud/you’re too bossy/you’re too much/I’m proud of you)
but today, I am here, in my body, and I might just know who I am
(you’re not a tourist/you’re a native/you might be bisexual/you are)
I’m proud of you.
I’m proud of you.
I’m proud of you.

Glossary:
Gali – a narrow street
Kishore Kumar/Hemant Kumar/Talat Mahmood – Hindi singers and composers based around the
70s and 80s era
Khajuraho – Khajuraho Temple, located in Madhya Pradesh, India
Puja – prayer ritual, an act of worship
Bhai – brother
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2018 was the year of decriminalization of homosexuality in India, and the year of formation of
foundations for a lot of new identities. The piece takes this moment as a thread, and talks about how
I, as a woman, am still living without an independent identity majorly because my context doesn’t
allow me to have one.
There are light references to cultures in history – music, society and architecture, and how Indian
community allows certain relationship markers and titles to excuse behaviours. The rape case
mentioned is real – took place somewhere around 2009, not enough concrete accounts in media due
to political involvement. I mentioned it because of a politician’s statement for the victim, where he
states that if a girl is getting raped, she should address her rapist as her ‘brother’ and he’ll spare her,
keeping in mind the sanctity of the bond in this culture.
This poem is basically an account of me as a women recounting my own history through the 20 years
of my life.
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Marxist Grouch’s American Medical Disassociation Dissed |
Gerard Sarnat
“You never want to be caught, you never want to be kissed,
you're just an old antidisestablishmentarianist in our midst”
— Duke Ellington, You're Just An Old Antidisestablishmentarianism

Never did pre-med, never yearned to be an MD, though eventually
went into that line of work in order to serve poor folk
who otherwise wouldn’t get any health care at all.
During school I spent those pony-tailed days horsing around
plus organizing against the bloody Vietnam War: did not
attend graduation or take no Hippocratic oath -- instead
instead had ‘em mail my diploma. Then after post-doc
training instead of taking a chief residency, becoming
a professor, took un$ought jobs nada else applied for.
Learned Spanish in order to communicate.
1st board-certified internist ever accepted
a job at our community health center.
Later on ran a pilot Medicaid program
which truly pissed off rich white shoe
physicians required to participate.
Their anemic society invited me -tieless -- to a fancy dinner with
the AMA’s (never joined) Prez.
Thought maybe they’d offer
some toast but instead I was
roasted as a Communist.
Proceeded to set up/ staff
homeless clinics nobody
would give funds to.
Put bunch of time in on
jail wards ministering
dying AIDs patients.
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Today got a flyer
in the mail from
an old nemesis.
Dr. Sarnet [sic]
if you join we
will send free
bow-tie with
monogram
AMA Club!
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Brought to You by Q | Jack M. Freedman
Behold the power of Q
First letter in the word ‘queer’.
Just as Q
embodies the laws of my attraction…
It also embodies being authentic
No two forms of the capital Q are alike
for they are used to identify a font
From the uncial to the unique
I embody the letter’s purpose
and the color palette it denotes
Throughout my time on this earth
my sexuality could never be pinned down
My worth was never measured by a crowd
for I was usually in the midst of cliques
Queer is considered an umbrella term
and I am holding it up
as the rainbow forms
after yet another storm
where individuality floods
the foundation where
our health as a community grows
Q is also a Roman numeral
which bears half a million reasons why
I should be proud of who I am
Queerness is about not getting categorized
and I will not let society pin me down
when I’d rather be pinned down by Tom Brady
on the 50 yard line in the midst of passionate love
But I digress…
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This poem is brought to you by the letter Q
Q is not just found at the beginnings of words
like queen, question, quick, quaint,
and the aforementioned queer
Q is found everywhere a queer dares to dream
Q is found everywhere a queer takes back their power
Q is found everywhere a queer wants to be
Whether taken express or local
Whether typed on a circle or diamond
Move down seventeen letters and
cue the Q in queue
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Fragmented: a Sonnet in Infinitives | Yuan Chanming
To be
Or not to be

a matter when there’s no question
a question when nothing really matters

To sing
with a frog squatting straight
On a lotus leaf in the Honghu Lake near Jingzhou
To recollect all the pasts, and mix them
Together like a glass of
cocktail
To build
a nest of meaning
Between two broken branches on Ygdrasil
To strive

for deity
Longevity
and
Even happiness

To come

on and off line every other while

To compress consciousness into a file, and upload it
Onto a nomochip
To be

daying, to

die
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Clefting | Yuan Chanming
Between two high notes
The melody gives a crack
Long enough
To allow my entire selfhood to enter
Like a fish jumping back
Into the night water
Both the fish and I leave no
Trace behind us, and the world
Remains undisturbed as we swim
Deeper and deeper in blue silence
Upon my return, I find the music
Still going on, while the fish has
Disappeared into the unknown
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The Teddy Bear Means Everything, or, Loving in Circles | Jacquelyn
Deighton
When I am with him, smoking or talking quietly ahead, or whatever it may be, I see, beyond my own
happiness and intimacy, occasional glimpses of the happiness of 1000s of others whose names I shall
never hear, and know that there is a great unrecorded history.
— E.M. Forster

1.
One afternoon – a week, six months, a year and three quarters ago, who knows? It is an
afternoon, I can tell from the slant of the sunlight in this memory, and the sticky heat of the
leather seat I have just plopped myself upon – I sit in the department office, among the
ferns, with a massive old edition of the two-volume Michael Holroyd biography of Lytton
Strachey that I have just unearthed from the overflowing bookshelves, and I tell some
course-mates about him. About Strachey, that is, not Holroyd.
“He was so sharp, so cutting. He freed other people to be more themselves, I think, just by
his acerbity.” An odd comment to make, I know, and one that doesn’t quite add up for the
people I’m talking to; I can tell by their faces. What I mean is, Strachey lived in a world and a
time where his being gay was dangerous, and Wilde’s sad fate was not so long past as to no
longer be taken as a lesson. He was used to people talking around questions of sexuality; he
couldn’t abide, it seems to me, disassembling among his own circles. Cattiness, yes, of
course; bad behaviour, love affairs, cruelty, even sheer, emotion-addled stupidity on
occasion: all of these things he seemed willing to put up with, if mockingly, but there is
something about his sharpness with words that always cuts through any pretending, always
reveals the blood underneath.
“Will you take that, then?” one of my friends asks. “It seems like your sort of thing, just from
how it looks alone.”
The boxset – for it is a boxset, it is so large – sits heavily in my lap, a corner digging into my
thigh with a pinch. Lytton’s long face looks up at me from an oval on the front, faded
maroon and sepia.
“No,” I say. “No, I don’t think so.”
2.
They have become so established in the English literary canon now, that sometimes it is
easy to forget that the Bloomsbury Circle, the British Modernists, the Friday Club, whatever
you want to call them, were bohemians, the avant garde, the artists that middle class
mothers warned their children about.
Virginia Woolf wrote about the freedom she found in Bloomsbury – sexual, artistic,
intellectual – like this:
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Suddenly the door burst open and the long and sinister figure of Lytton Strachey stood in
the threshold. He pointed his finger at a stain on Vanessa's white dress.
"Semen?" he said.
“Can one really say it?” was Woolf’s immediate thought to herself, but only a
moment later, “... [everyone] burst out laughing.” And an illumination occurred.
“All barriers of reticence and reserve went down. A flood of sacred fluid seemed to
overwhelm us. Sex permeated our conversation. The word bugger was never far
from our lips. We discussed copulation with the same excitement and openness that
we had discussed the nature of good… [Before the war] when all intellectual
questions had been debated so freely, sex was ignored. Now a flood of light poured
in upon that department too. We had known everything but we had never talked.
Now we talked of nothing else…
So there was now nothing that one could not say, nothing that one could not do, at 46
Gordon Square. It was, I think, a great advance in civilisation."
3.
I do not take the Holroyd book home with me because I can tell without even having to
check the copyright page that this is the old edition, published sometime in the sixties, when
some of the subjects were still alive and the “sexual revolution” seems mostly to have
meant women gaining the right to go naked and gazed upon in even in public, and Lawrence
Ferlinghetti winning the obscenity trial against Ginsberg’s “Howl” only after he and his
bookstore manager were arrested and jailed.
4.
Take, for instance, Strachey’s comments to E.M. Forster about the latter’s novel Maurice, a
gay love story never published in his lifetime:
…I don’t understand why the copulation question should be given so much importance. It’s
difficult to distinguish clearly your own views from Maurice’s sometimes, but so far
as I can see, you go much too far in your disapproval of it.
…you really do make a difference between affairs between men and men and those
between men and women. The chastity between Maurice and Clive for the 2 years
during which there were in effect married you consider (a) as a very good thing and
(b) as nothing very remarkable. You then make Clive marry (without any change in
his high-falutin’ views) and promptly, quite as a matter of course, have his wife. (So
that when he said to Maurice “I love you as if you were a woman,” he was telling a
lie.) I really think the whole conception of male copulation in the book rather
diseased – in fact morbid and unnatural.
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It is neither the homosexual love affair nor the actual heterosexual marriage that Strachey
cannot let lie. Nor is it even the idea of an asexual but loving bond, as he does not feel – and
I agree with him – that that is what is meant to be depicted in Maurice. It is the shame he
feels permeates the novel. He is disappointed in Forster’s (what we would now likely call)
internalized homophobia, what he perceives as the apologetic bowing to societal definitions
of normal and acceptable.
5.
We are in the midst of a kind of Bloomsburyian renaissance these days, particularly with
regards to Virginia and her lover Vita Sackville-West. A film about their relationship, Vita
and Virginia, starring Elizabeth Debicki and Gemma Arterton respectively, is set to premiere
in the midst of Pride season. Quotations from their correspondences circulate widely,
particularly amongst sapphically-inclined circles, on Twitter, Tumblr, and beyond.
And yet, even as I lovingly share those same quotations to my own feeds, I find myself
uneasy, sometimes, about what exactly the narrative we’re building up is. The quotations,
as beautifully written, as full to the brim with lesbian love as they are, tend to focus on
yearning, on separateness, on missing one another: “What is making me wild is the thought
that these last few weeks are slipping by and I am not seeing you.” “Oh my lovely Virginia, it
is dreadful how I miss you, and everything that everybody says seems flat and stupid.” “How
I wish you’d walk into the room this moment, and laugh as much as you like.”
These are gorgeous scraps of the heart, to be sure, but I can’t help but notice how much of
the body, how much of the womens’ actual sexuality tends to be left out of those that are
the most circulated. The closest they reach to explicit is in perhaps the most commonly
quoted excerpt from Virginia’s letters to Vita, and even that is a double-entendre:
Look here Vita — throw over your man, and we’ll go to Hampton Court and dine on the river
together and walk in the garden in the moonlight and come home late and have a
bottle of wine and get tipsy, and I’ll tell you all the things I have in my head, millions,
myriads — They won’t stir by day, only by dark on the river. Think of that. Throw
over your man, I say, and come.
Love is not just sex, of course, and Virginia, a survivor of childhood sexual abuse, had a
complicated relationship with sex her entire life besides. But neither is queerness abstract,
ephemeral; it is situated in our bodies just as much as it is in our minds and hearts, even
asexuality.
It is not just the removal of Vita and Virginia’s bodies that worries me, either – it is the
weirdness, the openness and delight with and revelling in unconventional love affairs of
Bloomsbury and Charleston that I find to be missing. I love Vita and Virginia, as writers and
as lovers, and I always will, but I wonder if their affair is the one that has gained the most
celebrity not because their letters are beautiful, but because it is the one most easily
interpreted as conventional. Rarely, for instance, is the deep, lifelong love between Vita and
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her husband Harold Nicolson ever mentioned. There were so many shades of queerness
running through Bloomsbury; it seems a shame to render our picture of it flat.
6.
A morning this time, either before or after the afternoon with which I opened, and I am in
the department lounge again. The same seat, even, though it is no longer hot: it’s winter
now, and the snow is piled a foot high outside. I am once again speaking with a group of
course mates, though this time it’s about the subjects of my own thesis, acquaintances of
the Bloomsbury set Hope Mirrlees (whose Paris: A Poem was published by the Woolfs on
their Hogarth Press) and Jane Ellen Harrison (the female classicist whose spectre haunts the
garden of Oxbridge in A Room of One’s Own). I am trying to articulate how I know that these
two women, who, once they met as tutor and student at Cambridge never again lived
without each other before Harrison’s death, were lovers, or at least in love.
“But they were married!” I finally exclaim.
“What? They can’t have been.”
“Well, not officially. But they were both ‘married’,” finger-quotes make an appearance here,
“to a teddy bear that Harrison had. They called him ‘The Husband’. Jane was ‘Elder Wife,’
and Hope was ‘Younger Wife’. They even signed their correspondence to each other with
the constellation of the Great Bear.”
“That just sounds like a game,” one woman protests. “The teddy bear doesn’t mean
anything.”
I stare at her. “The teddy bear means everything.”
7.
Here are some of the ways the Bloomsberries loved one another:
Virginia Woolf and Vita Sackville-West stayed married to their husbands until their
respective deaths. Vanessa Bell, Virginia’s sister was married to the artist Clive Bell, and yet
lived domestically in an open relationship with Duncan Grant for over forty years, including
raising their daughter Angelica together. Grant himself had exclusively homosexual affairs
except for an extremely short physical relationship with Vanessa; Angelica wrote that he
“was a homosexual with bisexual leanings.” Angelica herself would eventually marry David
Garnett, a member of the Bloomsbury circle from her parents’ generation, and previously
one of Duncan Grant’s lovers – to the horror of both Vanessa and Duncan.
Lytton Strachey had a long string of exclusively male lovers, including several that he and his
close antagonist-friend, John Maynard Keynes, “stole” from one another, and even –
evidently to his own horror – entertained a brief, seemingly unconsummated, fascination
with Keynes after discovering that one young man whom he found charming had been
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happily seduced by the other. In his later life, Strachey entered a loving but nonsexual
relationship with the painter Dora Carrington, with whom he lived until his death. They also
lived with Ralph Partridge, who fell in love with Carrington after being introduced by her
brother. Partridge and Carrington were married in 1921, though Carrington’s motivation
seems mostly to have been to convince Partridge to stay around because Strachey had
fallen in love with him, and she did not want to lose the latter. Partridge eventually fell in
love and moved in with Frances Marshall. Not long after Strachey died in 1932, Carrington
committed suicide.
The same day that Carrington and Partridge were engaged, she wrote to Strachey, “…I cried
last night Lytton, whilst he slept by my side sleeping happily—I cried to think of a savage
cynical fate which had made it impossible for my love ever to be used by you.” Strachey
responded with the kind of love he was able to offer her: “…you do know very well that I
love you as something more than a friend, you angelic creature, whose goodness to me has
made me happy for years, and whose presence in my life has been and always will be, one
of the most important things in my life.”
Complicated, messy, and not easily packaged up into acceptable narratives: that is how
queerness ran through Bloomsbury, the same way it does for all of us now. There is a quip,
widely attributed to but not actually from Dorothy Parker, that claims the Bloomsberries
“lived in squares, painted in circles, and loved in triangles,” but that too narrativizes their
affairs too easily. It was not simply jealousy and indecision that characterized their
complicated living and loving situations, the way conventional love triangles are thought to
work. Rather, their guiding principle seems to have been a sort of openness, both to the
kinds of love they could give one another, and to the forms in which living that love could
take. Amidst personal unhappinesses and a homophobic wider world, at least they could see
the importance – the codedness, the shared world, the circumventing of dominant social
structures – which might hang upon a teddy bear.
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Hangover Prophecy | Westley Heine
when all the graves sprout seeds
when knotted eyes are in the trees
when the stars are washed away by cities
when the skulls hatch
& the sun blinks
& the artic tide comes in
all that we’ve loved and forgotten
will come back to claim us
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Self Love #1 | Jason Crawford
If I put a thong on or a jockstrap and let my
thighs spill out from them, do not tell me to
wash them away in jean or sweat pants. My
body beautiful like a 7pm sunset in
Maryland, like the 3rd scoop of ice cream
dripping down the middle finger, like a field
of fucking daisies decapitated by the wind,
like I been known how this story should end.
Me loving me for me and ready to fight a
bitch that says otherwise. This body is a
temple built in soft sand, a place I let others
in to worship.
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Florentine Discourse | Nathanael O’Reilly
(A found poem)

I’m in the zone, let me be
I prefer non-denominational
I’m well-travelled and well-educated
no one wants to know anything about you
it was totally reasonable to tell us to be quiet
and then it got really awkward
she’s really New York
I didn’t realize she had broken
up with her boyfriend
mozzarella – that’s so Italian
she broke up with him over text
after two and a half years
it’s like the Mason situation
every time she has sex she goes to confession
and thinks it erases it like whatever
my dad was forced to go to church
there are Pinocchios here
I should have told him about the bargaining
coffee! cappuccino!
hey babe, take a walk on the wild side
everything alright here?
oh what service!
what was the other thing he gave you?
red wine yes
I have a table over there right?
the toilets are in the back on the left
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fantastic thank you
prego grazie
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Wind Chill | Rosey Lee
“Chef, the guests at Table 5 asked if you would stop by,” the hostess said.
Free was the hottest new restaurant in Atlanta, and Chef Maymie was used to guests
requesting special time with her. Her innovative approach to the chef-driven dining
experience was unexpected in Atlanta, and people couldn’t get enough of it or her
creations. Diners interacted directly with her and the kitchen staff instead of waiters, but
there was always one table too impatient to wait for her to come by at the end of the meal.
She appreciated the excitement around her largely plant-based take on Southern favorites,
so she took entitled guests in stride.
“Okay, tell them I’ll be there in a few minutes,” Chef Maymie said. She finished her
check-ins with the line chefs and headed to the dining room, grabbing a massive basket of
fresh cornbread muffins to distribute in place of the assigned commis chef.
The restaurant was filled to capacity, and the energy was palpable in the 125-seat
dining room. The kitchen door flung open, and a group of local culinary students burst into
applause as Chef Maymie approached their table with the muffins. She tried to quiet them,
but the rest of the room joined in. She made a mental note to send the students an amusebouche assortment.
“Mr. Butler? Ms. O’Hara-Butler?” Chef Maymie asked, approaching Table 5. For the
first time since she opened the restaurant, Chef Maymie felt out of place. She reminded
herself that she and her therapist had prepared for this moment. She followed her
therapist’s advice and spoke to her fear. “I have overcome. God is with me. It’s healthy to
hold others accountable for their actions. There is strength in forgiveness,” Chef Maymie
thought.
“Yes, lovely to see you! It’s been so long,” Ms. O’Hara-Butler said, hugging Chef
Maymie as Mr. Butler shook his head. Chef Maymie paused and then eased away.
“Scarlett, honey, calm down,” Mr. Butler said to his wife. “Chef Maymie, she’s been
looking forward to seeing you all week. No one took care of our daughter like you. Cat had
lots of babysitters over the years, but you were our favorite.”
“I’m not sure I remember being your favorite, but that’s okay. Things turned out
pretty well for me in the end,” Chef Maymie said.
“Yes, we’re so proud of you!” Ms. O’Hara-Butler boasted. “And the restaurant is
gorgeous. When I read about the grand opening in the newspaper, I knew we had to come
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see you and try your famous cornbread muffins. By the way, I love the way you’re spelling
your name these days. You’ve really reinvented yourself.”
“I didn’t reinvent myself. I’m still the same person I always was. My name is still
spelled M-a-m-i-e on legal documents. I added the y for everyday use because I got tired of
being called Mammy. You know, the kind of Freudian slip that has no place in the twentyfirst century,” Chef Maymie said coolly.
Ms. O’Hara-Butler recoiled. “Oh Maymie, I apologized for that. I didn’t mean
anything by it. We loved you like family,” she said.
“Actually, you never apologized,” Chef Maymie said. The situation had haunted her
for years, and she felt empowered speaking up for herself now.
“I am sorry. Please forgive me,” Ms. O’Hara-Butler said.
“Thank you,” Chef Maymie said. As she turned to signal for one of the commis chefs
to finish passing out the muffins, she saw someone familiar exiting the restroom. “Is that
Cat? She’s all grown up.”
Ten years had passed. Chef Maymie hadn’t seen Cat since the day Ms. O’Hara-Butler
had called her Mammy. It had been the worst time to quit her babysitting job in the palatial
mansion in Buckhead, one of the wealthiest communities in the country. She was just about
to finish her master’s degree in food science and start culinary school. She really needed the
money.
“Maymie! ” Cat squealed, running toward her.
They held each other in a long, rocking hug, their customary greeting when Chef
Maymie picked up Cat each day from kindergarten.
“This is the most excited Cat has been all week,” Ms. O’Hara-Butler said. “She
doesn’t talk to us much anymore. You know how teens can be.” Cat rolled her eyes at her
mother and slid into the booth. “We’ve been trying to get reservations forever,” Ms.
O’Hara-Butler continued. “I even left several messages, but I figured you didn’t get them.”
“No, I received them, but you know how chefs can be,” Chef Maymie said, winking at
Cat.
“I had the hardest time believing you were a chef because you told me during your
interview that you couldn’t cook,” Ms. O’Hara-Butler said.
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“I never said that I didn’t know how to cook. When I said ‘I can’t cook,’ I meant that I
had no plans to do it as part of my babysitting job. You wouldn’t even pay me minimum
wage. But I slipped Cat a few of my homemade treats every now and then,” Chef Maymie
said.
“See, Mom, I told you!” Cat hissed at her mother. Cat pivoted toward Chef Maymie.
“I told her I remembered eating a cornbread muffin like the one pictured in the newspaper
article about you, but she didn’t believe me. She thought I was just trying to make her
jealous.”
“Chef, they need you in the kitchen,” interrupted the commis chef as he relieved
Chef Maymie of the basket of muffins.
“Okay. I’ll be right there,” Chef Maymie said. She turned to her guests. “I’ve gotta
run. I hope y’all enjoy your meals. But, Ms. O’Hara-Butler, I have to know, did it work?”
“Huh?” Ms. O’Hara-Butler asked.
“Did it make you jealous that you’d never tasted any of my food?” Chef Maymie
asked.
“It did.” Ms. O’Hara-Butler sighed, her cheeks reddening.
Chef Maymie smiled and walked away. “Bless her heart,” she said under her breath.
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Collage, Harley Claes

This piece depicts the Sapphic and tumultuous relationship between two women, addressing the
feigned consoling and fear of connection due to traumatic ties with men in the past.
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Authentic Love Letter
From Angel to Saffron | Harley Claes
Angel,
It's a matter of letting go of any prior preconceptions, fears, and anxieties. And is it so easy
letting go of that fear? Are we starting over or beginning from the ruins that were left to
us? 'Love should be a safety net to fall into, comfort-like.' I think I indulge in that fear more
often than not that it has become my poison. I don't want to be scared of what an us can do
to my heart. Cause if it’s as true a love as we believe it is, we need not fear an end, never
completely.
I love you like I feel your sentiment left on every place you've touched, like your
perfume stains the cavern of my heart and soul, love like a thought that never ceases, and
tick tick ticks at the back of your head. And it’s terrifying. But it shouldn't be.
We need to fight for the highs and the lows and every limbo in between. I have the courage,
it just has to be unraveled from its bundle and nursed truly. I know you feel much the same.
I'm ready to hold your hand as we step away from the inferno into the eternal light.

With love like a revolution, forever and always, Saffron

Authentic Love Letter from Angel to Saffron was written as a thread to reassure one another of the
genuine love between them. A man had come between them and threatened to bust their love up.
There was the fear of social backlash and the man’s physicality that kept their bodies apart but their
minds tethered.
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The Posture of Trees | Judy DeCroce
unexpectedly, a year has spilled
its worn days along the path
breaching a stand
where years lay
where colors shuffle
autumn tags beneath and above
like the posture of trees
I stand as straight as I can
feeling taller
going on

Tough times can bend you but persistence and pride can weather anything.
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Beneath the Hawthorn | Alastair Brady
It was spring when I first laid eyes upon him in that way, this particular way, his oat
blonde hair glowing in the sun like honey swept back in a neat wave, trimmed tightly down
the gentle slope of his strong neck until it reached the crisp white of his collar. Those deep
russet eyes, lowered at their outer corners, flicking between soft faces and lacy dresses; his
pearly smile, those delicately carved features of David unbound by stone, had the village
girls swarming like hopping finches.
I had seen James Everleigh like one sees a ghost since I was a boy, from the dusky
framed window of the bakery at the centre of our village as he passed by. It was as though
he was the subject of a painting I could only enter in my most fantastical dreams, subdued
in waking life to mere observance. Some days looking up from the dough my father gave
me, I half expected to see him clothed in white crowned with a halo, followed by some vast
feathered wings, floating across the cobblestones in my windowed work of art. And all the
while, I was begging for this portrait of a young man to step forth into my realm; perhaps if I
was lucky, I would be offered a chance to be allowed inside the recesses of that frame which
had trapped him for so long, to see him in the flesh.
And that lovely spring day was the first time I saw him outside the captivity of his
own canvas. The lush sage walls around us, towering oaks speckling light upon the grass,
blushes of peonies and hollyhocks, ivory washed tents and trays of silver, tiny china cups
and dainty cakes, alabaster suits and stark white gloves: at long last, his painting had
consumed me, made me a part of it. And from the moment his eyes locked with mine across
the Earl’s garden, my life unfolded into an enchanting, dreamlike haze.
He perfumed the air with the fragrant scent of roses as though he carried some
hidden bouquet; the raw freshness of an entire garden somehow embedded itself into his
skin. And it was roses all the same which soon guarded us as we sat for hours amid the leafy
sanctuary on a fountain, whose lily-padded water rippled in crisp rings while dappled
sunbeams sprinkled us with bronze. His gentle voice was warm as day, tender and smiling,
quite apart from the ostentatious prattling far beyond the foliage.
It was here when we fell in love.
Like the painter enraptured by the divine subject of his canvas, I fell deep into the
depths of his eyes; swept away in the brush strokes of his hair; the earthly, delicate March
palette that was James Everleigh. Feathery touches across my fingers linger still, the tap of
his knee ebbing at my own, the way our heads drew closer as we laughed until I could feel
the soft wisps of his locks brush mine. Steadily we grew quiet, allowing a silence to settle
between us like that of a petal floating down.
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My lashes fell by the gentle puff of warmth against my cheek; the last thing captured
before that moment was nothing but the profound brilliance of a young man and the glow
of his enamored face surrounded by a garden which remains to me so vast and enigmatic, I
could only think to close my eyes to feel what I simply could not describe. There, far from
the village party, I felt the tranquil lips of James Everleigh against mine. And never again was
I to forget them.
*
Days later, I learned the flowery scent anchored to his clothes pursued him from the
flower shop at which he was employed. I visited him there, and James came to visit me,
quite to my mystified wonder as he deviated from his usual window-framed path and
entered the bakery. I felt a sense of privilege to be in his midst. Soon, it was just about every
day.
We would often take long walks down the rivering white road, columned with trees
woven above our heads to the lake not far from the village. Cascading each other in
magnificent splashes of water radiant against the summer sun, we would swim for hours in
the water within the arborary refuge, between the banks overflowing with green, the
canopies teeming with birdsong. With the water gently lapping at our smooth, glistening
chests with so little space between us, our curious hands would explore the other’s skin as if
in the dark, breath wavering, captivated by the sheer presence of one another. And
presiding above this haven was a tremendous hawthorn, under whose braided trunk James
and I sat against, gazing up at the great, verdant branches meandering towards the sky.
Here, I would nestle myself under his arm so he could lay kisses to my cheek. Other times
we read aloud from books, imagining what it would be like to have a place of our own; even
once or twice I wove him a crown of the fresh white blossoms.
This tree became a place of solace for us both, far away from the inescapable
confines of provincial society, blind to the threats of ignominy. Here nature forced no such
commandments, asked nothing of us, provided shelter from the outside world with God the
only witness to my worship of the saint whom I deemed most worthy of my devotion. From
the leaves drawn in light, to the dimples in the soft white fabric of James’s shirt, nature itself
was magnified the way I picture it would appear before one dies; this amplification to all the
details of existence.
Sometimes, I would say, “James, what will happen? As we grow old, how shall we
live? Will I be forced to leave you?” for the thought worried me greatly.
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And James would always say, “This world brought us together, and it shall not tear
us apart. But if it does, I promise I will follow you and in every life, I will love you, again and
again, until the world will let me call you mine.” And he would place a kiss upon my temple,
the roses instilled within his skin intoxicating me, subduing all uncertainty.
Then the war came.
*
I remember the world fragmented piece by piece, falling away like brittle and rusted
leaves. I felt I clung to James harder then, while slate grey suits turned to rough khaki wool
as the beast of war lured young men marked by tall tales to its claws; flashy scales and hellred eyes, an inferno erupting seven levels down. Flags flapped on every corner, paste stuck
the horrid words to every stone and day by day, we watched them all march blind away.
James and I vowed at our hawthorn never to join, my slender form encircled by his embrace
shrouded by the old tree, vainly hoping nature might keep the beast at bay
It did not.
*
That November, we were whisked away in carriages packed full of village boys barely
outside their schools or their mother’s arms, faces deepened from laughter as incessant as
the engine roaring down the tracks. Under a bag I held James’s hand, the passengers all too
careless to see as I watched our village shrink further and further behind me.
Then came the camp, the sergeants so severe, driving their lessons deep within our
brains, screaming on while the bayonets plunged deep within the burlap, the stultifying
marches wearing down the soles of my cumbersome army boots. Our bodies ached each
night they grew stronger and leaner. Even the hand of James with which my fingers were
intertwined, bridged across the space between our beds at night, felt calloused and rough.
And though his body grew hard and sinewy, his mild eyes persisted in their compassion. One
could always recognise the kindness still laden in his smile no matter how much of that
ardent youth was stripped from us during those habitual, dreary days.
It wasn’t long until those jagged pewter waves embossed with foam thrashed
against the sides of the vessel slicing through the sea, England now a distant memory lost
somewhere in the phantasmal fog beyond the rails.
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And despite knowing of our destination - James was so beautiful then - the way his
hair whipped errantly about his face turned towards the bow, the iron sky billowing behind
his finely traced, fair silhouette.
As the water gave way to sand, the land dipped to drab fields and tiny stone cottages
peppered across the countryside. James and I rocked and swayed with the other boys
venturing down the uneven road in the back of the ragged little military motorcar on our
way to a camp not far behind the frontlines. It was there when I saw for the first time the
devastation ravaging the landscape, torn asunder from the craters impaled into the flesh of
the earth, the trees like spindly, black veins jutting up through the mud devoid of all life; my
stomach became twisted as another portion of my reality, painted in the works of James
and our time in the village in a dizzy spell of green and burning white, succumbed to
disillusion. It felt as though my nightmares had bled from my mind, having crept along the
barren terrain and consumed all in its path.
No amount of our singing and comradery could account for the horror we could feel
rising like the tide, growing closer each night. Not even the bare, knotted tree James and I
found ourselves under from time to time could offer the same sort of security as our mighty
hawthorn skirting the edge of the corrugated lake, its naked arms powerless to the rain
which would pour down upon us. In a feverish yet sweet attempt to recompose familiarity,
James and I wrote each other letters which we read aloud to the boys sometimes, saying
they were from girls back home. Those nights were always enjoyable around the fire, the
men hooting and whistling after we finished, telling us how lucky those girls were to have
us.
How different would it be, we wondered, holding each other’s gaze through the
whipping flames, if they knew the writers of such things sat across from one another? How
happy for us would they be then?
Suddenly, a rhythmic stampede of feet. A long streak of khaki, dotted by ashen,
metal olive. To the ears of birds there came songs never heard in this part of nature,
untouched by the hands of man and were now echoing down the sombre road like the
melody of ghosts.
Oh how my memory muddied like the maze of trenches we lined, backs to the sludgy
walls, James’s clammy hand gripping mine all out in the open, bits of dirt already freckled on
his cheeks, his pitch brown eyes boring into my own. He said not a word, but I could tell
what he was thinking for he squeezed my hand once, then twice. I clenched my jaw, spit
becoming thick, my throat made tight as if by a stone. Our helmets softly pinged together in
these few beats of stillness.
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Then came the solitary whistle, piercing the air with a fearsome shrillness.
And in one swift movement, we were clambering up the ladders to the hellacious sounds of
rapping guns scything down our lines, the singing shells bulleting through the air and striking
down against the black earth in monstrous blows of fiery smoke.
But my ears rang terribly as if I were underwater, drowning in soil and the grey,
heavy fumes lurking along the desolate stretch of mud. With my weapon raised, I found
nowhere to shoot, the strange fog having engulfed the battlefield and beside me, boys
dropped liked flies with a spray of crimson. Everything seemed… slow… and languid, sounds
and shouts all muddled together in one eerie, capricious roar. And as I dragged my face to
look at James beside me, I saw he was yelling, about what, I didn’t know. Taking his rifle in
one hand, he trudged towards me, grabbing clumsily at my side during which I dropped my
gun, helplessly trying to make sense of his words.
He yanked up the bag at my side, fumbling for the buttons. Only then, as my eyelids
pulled back in horror was I finally able to make sense of one dreaded word.
Gas.
James crumpled to the ground like a ragdoll, his blood splattering against my
discoloured webbing, and I lurched for him, one hand still clutching my tube helmet now
sticking to my palm, the other frantically grasping for my love writhing in the mud. I could
see the hole in his hand, the wound in his leg, caught in the tail end of machine gun fire. His
name escaped in one sharp cry before I too was ripping the mask from his own bag as I
began to cough and hack, my eyes growing blurry, my head spinning from fear, his hands
still weakly struggling to fit the cloth over my head, and my hands trying to do the same for
him. And suddenly, all at once, I collapsed, fainted, shadows beginning to swirl around us.
And a mantling silence consumed me.
*
I remember waking up to darkness, feeling my eyes open, something soft against my
hands and my head. Gradually sounds came back; the gentle voices of women, the murmurs
of men. But the blackness sent me into a fit of terror and I began to shout out, shrieking first
for James, floundering atop the cushioned surface, until a hand caught my own.
“Victor!” it said breathlessly. It squeezed my hand once, then twice.
“James,” I mumbled, my voice breaking.
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Carefully, I took hold of his arm, my feet just grazing the cold, stone floor, and
wrapped my heavy arms around him, felt the heat of his chest and his warm breath.
I knew I was alive then, for I could feel hot tears pouring out of my eyes and
smearing under whatever cloth was wrapped across my face, the thump of his heart
drumming firmly against my ear.
*
Days later, the two of us were discharged from the hospital all the way back
to England, hands guiding me this way and that, but I always knew James was near for I
knew his own touch against the small of my back. Of course my family was happy to hear I
was home, safe and sound, though blinded. My sight never did return. It was recommended
I stay with my aunt, my uncle having died in the Boer War, and was told she would take
good care of me. But I wanted nothing more than James.
And so my wish was granted. My family purchased a tiny cottage near the lake for
the both of us—minus the innumerable visits from my mother and sister—the almighty
hawthorn just visible from the front door, or so James described to me. He described
everything to me, from our home to trees, while seasons passed us by. The trickling of rain
beading down the windows; the colours of flowers he would bring home from the shop, that
scent of roses following him again. And as I grew older, he described more things to me.
How London changed, how the world was changing, and how it was remembering the boys
who never returned home. But I knew of the things he wasn’t describing to me, too. About
the people who stared at me and those like me, marked by the consequences of war, with
antipathy as I walked blindly through city streets. About people bloodthirsty for revenge
against those who stole their sons… and about the tears in his eyes when we would lay in
bed at night, saddened I could no longer see the gorgeousness of life. But with a strangled
smile, trying to see the light in all, I would always tell him the world seemed all the more
beautiful with him to describe it to me, how love felt all the more powerful when one could
not see, for the most profound things in life can only be experienced when closing one’s
eyes.
And one spring evening, just before the sun was set, James and I decided to have a
walk to our hawthorn tree, as we did less those days in my later age. So I took up my cane in
one hand, my other in his, and we walked down that rivering white road columned with
trees woven above our heads.
And upon reaching the tree, he helped guide me down to the plush grass beneath
those twisting braches now blooming with the fresh white blossoms. I leaned my head
against his shoulder so he could press a kiss to my temple.
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As I closed my eyes, I wept at the image of his handsome face in my memory, still
surrounded by the garden, the one whose light speckled face laughed with me among the
roses, whose face I always remembered the same way. The one whose face never changed,
the one who never grew old. Whose body I was forced to leave an ocean away.
And as my frail, quivering fingers traveled down his body, tracing over his words
from all those years ago embedded deep within the stone set between the aged roots of the
old hawthorn winding through the grass, I could feel his soft lips fade from my skin.
“I promise too,” I whispered.
And a mantling silence consumed me.
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Génératrice | Elspeth Wilson
The hall of mirrors
is not the place for me
I already see
myself drawn
a million times over
in other people’s faces
Caged but still singing
my mind prances within its confines
knowing enough to know
that I am contained but not to know how to traverse the boundaries
or to look for holes to shoogle through
one tendril at a time
A palace can be a prison
the opposite can be true
for if I was able to let my body rest a while
unnoticed, locked away
my mind would seize the freedom of the unobserved
and trill from heights that this flesh will never see.

The bodily and performative reflections of the hall of mirrors made me think about gender
now and in the past. A place of such pride and status where you cannot escape your own self-image
gave me pause to consider the ways that we can become trapped in our bodies through societal
expectations of and projections onto the corporeal. It is often easy to regard history as a clear line of
progress but writing in a voice that is somewhere between the past and present made me think
about how some of the more fluid aspects of different eras and places are overlooked in an attempt
to fit narratives around gender and sexuality into a sanitised, linear arc. Seeing myself over and over
again is one of my worst nightmares and yet thinking about reproduction, of the image, the self, the
body, made me feel connected to those dotted throughout the past whose bodies have been
weaponised against them, just as we struggle to live in small, uncomfortable boxes now.
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DEPRESS | Hollis Rigney
Just tell me I am brave! Just tell me
I am good for going on as long as I have.
Rub circles on my back this time.
Am I not better than Christian soldiers?
Am I not better than pilots diving for
the fish? Because I have stayed here,
because I have remembered the
small divot I have made in your bed
to come back to. Am I not brave for
how long I have remained, dull as I am?
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Dr. Alan L. Hart, Connecticut State Tuberculosis Commission, 1955 |
Keaton St. James
The white-haired patient sitting in front of him has three
tiny lesions in her lungs. On the x-ray film they glower at him
like blackbirds poking their heads out of sun-warmed
fields of Oregon wheat. As he prepares to get her the anti-biotics
she needs, she tells him a story of her girlhood, milking
cows on her father’s farm, filling wicker baskets with ripe,
sweet peaches, the back of her neck peeling from sunburn.
What should he tell her of his boyhood? How he crawled
on his belly to reenact Civil War stories and tumbled
back inside with mud smeared all over his heavy jacket
and crusted into his long hair? How he reveled in the sweat
dripping down his back as he chopped wood late into lavendertinted evenings, the air crisping as it cooled?
He settles on the pocketknife collection kept under his bed
in an emptied Ovaltine can. He doesn’t mention how he carried
them in skirt pockets, doesn’t mention how his mother
reminded him, her voice as smooth as cold cream, “Maybe
young girls shouldn’t carry those things.” And yet
there they were anyway, the weight of them thumping
through linen against his legs as he ran.
Later, after the clinic closes for the day, he’ll drive
home in his sputtering Chevy, put potato soup on the stove
to heat, and take his wife’s storm-damp coat for her
when she comes through the door. He’ll kiss her blushing
cheeks, her soft jaw, the side of her neck while she laughs,
sound of it as golden as light glimmering on a lake.
And later still, when grasshoppers croon from the moonlit
Hartford meadowsweet and his wife sits up in bed
reading Dickens, he’ll be at his desk, testosterone syringe
clutched in hands. The needle will sink into cleaned,
exposed skin: sharp pinch in the thigh, push of the plunger,
synthetic hormones oozing into the muscle. Evidence,
like the hysterectomy scar on his abdomen, of how far he
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journeyed to build in himself this river-swell of confidence.
Then, hormone treatments finished and cleared away,
he will change into candy-striped pajamas, take his place
again at his desk. Rain will gavotte on the roof to autumn’s
burnished music. His typewriter glows with a waiting
page from a half-drafted radiology lecture, and he wants
to stay up working on it.

Dr. Alan L. Hart was an early 20th century radiologist whose pioneering research on the use of x-ray
technology to detect tuberculosis would go on to save thousands of lives. And in 1917, he also had
the distinction of becoming one of the first transgender men in America to have a hysterectomy. He
had to fight to be seen, enduring transphobia, harassment, and being outed in the struggle to be
recognized as his true self. But through it all, he remained passionately dedicated to his work,
confident in himself, and so generous and kind. As a trans man myself, his story helps give me the
pride to stand up and be who I am today, so I wrote this poem in honor of him.
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Sonnet for Gay History | Keaton St. James
Along the crimson threads of history must stand one
of my long-dead gay predecessors: rainwater in his hair,
hunger in his eyes, his mouth shining golden with laughter
as he tugs at me, tugs at me to remember him.
I imagine him seated on a half-dry park bench
near the cobblestone streets, his and his lover's tailcoatclad shoulders brushing as they talked Euripides
under the gaslights. He knew too well how they both
savored whatever quiet touches the public allowed
them. And I imagine how, after he had climbed
into their shared bachelor apartment, my predecessor pulled
his lover close and kissed him hard enough to uninvent
the word indecency. Did loving a man feel as warm to him
as it does to me? Like light bursting through stained glass?

When you’re in the closet, it can be a complex process to eke out a space for yourself where you can
have that privacy but also have your pride at the same time. For me, one of the biggest sources of
comfort I find as a gay man is to read stories of real-life LGBT history, as well as classic literature
featuring non-straight characters. This poem is meant to be a loving speculation on the ways in
which gay men of another century may found solace in each other, and how we can find traces of
ourselves in the legacies of those who have come before us.
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The Sunset Over San Diego | Hollis Rigney
How do I write a goddamn
gay poem! How can I not
write the word gay, where are
the others! Why do I know
one or three names, their queerness
a nail on their fourth finger,
a thing like an earring loose
in a purse, why can I not
claim them, say Hello! You’ve
not been lost! You are mine!
You are ours! You can call
yourself whatever you want!
You can help me write all of
the words you could not!
We can put them in a goddamn
poem together, you & I!
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languages. Sorestad lives in Saskatoon on the South Saskatchewan River.
Paul Robert Mullen is a poet, musician and sociable loner from Liverpool, U.K. He has three
published poetry collections: curse this blue raincoat (2017), testimony (2018), and 35 (2018). He
also enjoys paperbacks with broken spines, and all things minimalist. His Twitter is @mushyprm35
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Ruth Sabath Rosenthal is a New York City poet, well published in the U.S. and, also, internationally.
In October 2006, her poem “on yet another birthday” was nominated for a Pushcart prize by
Ibbetson Street Press. Ruth has authored chapbook “Facing Home” published by Finishing Line Press
and, also, 4 full-length poetry books published by Paragon Poetry Press, Inc: "Facing Home and
beyond;" "little, but by no means small;" "Food: Nature vs Nurture;" and "Gone, but Not Easily
Forgotten." The books are available from Amazon.com. (U.S.) Feel free to check out Ruth’s websites:
newyorkcitypoet.com and bigapplepoet.com and her blog site: poetrybyruthsabathrosenthal.com
Angelica M. Ramos-Santa is an undergraduate student at Susquehanna University, majoring in
writing. As a Hispanic female writer, she dreams of going onward to grad-school to teach and inspire
the next generation writers. She believes that everyone has the right to dream big.
Hanna Ketting is a bee-enthusiast, hiker, yogi, avid reader, & poet. She lives in NYC.
Prithiva Sharma is a twenty-year old student from India, currently almost graduating with a
Bachelors of Arts major in English Literature. She spends her time obsessing over Greek and Mughal
history, roaming around deserted tombs in Delhi, and arguing about the character of Captain
America as a marker of American culture. Her pieces have previously been published in Brown Girl
Magazine, Esthesia Mag and Vagabond City.
Gerard Sarnat is a physician who’s built and staffed homeless and prison clinics as well as a Stanford
professor and healthcare CEO. He won the Poetry in the Arts First Place Award plus the Dorfman
Prize, and has been nominated for Pushcarts plus Best of the Net Awards. Gerry is published in
academic-related journals including Stanford, Oberlin, Brown, Columbia, Virginia Commonwealth,
Arkansas, Harvard, Johns Hopkins, Wesleyan, Slippery Rock, Appalachian State, Grinnell, American
Jewish University and the University of Edinburgh. Gerry’s writing has also appeared widely including
recently in such U.S. outlets as Gargoyle, Main Street Rag, New Delta Review, MiPOesias, American
Journal Of Poetry, Poetry Quarterly, Poetry Circle, Blue Mountain Review, Danse Macabre, Canary
Eco, Fiction Southeast, Military Experience and the Arts, Poets And War, Cliterature, Qommunicate,
Brooklyn Review, San Francisco Magazine, The Los Angeles Review and The New York Times. Pieces
have also been accepted by Chinese, Bangladeshi, Hong Kong, Singaporian, Canadian, English, Irish,
Scotch, Australian, New Zealander, Australasian Writers Association, French, German, Indian, Israeli,
Romanian, Swedish and Fijian among other international publications. Mount Analogue selected
KADDISH FOR THE COUNTRY for pamphlet distribution nationwide on Inauguration Day 2017. Amber
Of Memory was chosen for the 50th Harvard reunion Dylan symposium. He’s also authored the
collections Homeless Chronicles (2010), Disputes (2012), 17s (2014), and Melting the Ice King (2016).
Gerry’s been married since 1969 with three kids, five grandsons and looking forward to future
granddaughters.
Jack M. Freedman is a poet and spoken word artist from Staten Island, NY. He is the author of the
chapbook, "...and the willow smiled" (Cyberwit.net, 2019). Publications featuring his work span the
globe. Countries where his poetry found homes include USA, Canada, UK, France, The Netherlands,
Ukraine, India, Nigeria, Singapore, and Thailand. He can be found on Instagram as @jacobmoses.
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Yuan Changming published monographs on translation before leaving his native country. Currently,
Yuan lives in Vancouver, where he edits Poetry Pacific with Allen Qing Yuan. Credits include ten
Pushcart nominations, Best of the Best Canadian Poetry (2008-17) and BestNewPoemsOnline, among
others
Jacquelyn Deighton currently lives in Halifax, Nova Scotia, where she is studying for an MA in
middlebrow modernist literature. She has an affinity for foggy grey cities, having previously lived in
London, Edinburgh, and Victoria, British Columbia. Her writing has also appeared at Shakespeare &
Punk, Goblin Fruit, The Coast, and elsewhere, and anthologized in A Blackbird Sings. She can be
found on Twitter and Instagram @scandalabras
Westley Heine is a writer, multimedia artist, and former bandleader of Cousin Bones. He is known
for his geometric painting Infinigon and documentaries Poetry in Action and Trail of Quetzalcoatl,
which has a companion book of poetry now available. He has been the featured poet at the original
Poetry Slam at the Green Mill in Chicago. Publications of and about his work have been in The
Chicago Reader, Conscious Choice, Chicago Tribune Magazine, and CC&D magazine. He grew up in
Wisconsin, was educated in Chicago, and bummed from New York to Mexico to California. He now
resides with his wife in Los Angeles. According to Heine: “In no particular order I’ve been a taxi
dispatcher, a roadie, a deliveryman, a squatter, a street musician, a grocery clerk, a chambermaid, a
novelist, a blues singer, a painter, a metal head, a Boy Scout, an insurance investigator, a jailbird, a
farmhand, sold tickets to the symphony, sold plasma, been unemployed, and been a filmmaker. Life
is always creating new characters within myself, but always a writer.” Instagram: @westleyheine
Jason B. Crawford is black, bi-poly-queer, and a damn force of nature. In addition to being published
in online literary magazines, such as High Shelf Press, BeLightFilled, Poached Hare, Royal Rose, and
Kissing Dynamite, he is the Chief Editor for The Knight’s Library. Jason is also the recurring host poet
for Ann Arbor Pride. Forthcoming works will be in The Amistad and Augur. Website:
JasonBCrawford.com/Instagram: jasonbcrawford/Twitter handle: @jasonbcrawford/Facebook
page: By Jason B. Crawford
Nathanael O’Reilly is an Irish-Australian residing in Texas. His books include Preparations for
Departure, Distance, Cult, Suburban Exile and Symptoms of Homesickness. His poetry has appeared
in publications from twelve countries, including Antipodes, Cordite, Headstuff, Mascara, Skylight 47,
Snorkel, Verity La and The Newcastle Poetry Prize Anthology 2017.
Rosey Lee is a New Orleans, Louisiana native who lives in Atlanta, Georgia. Her work appears or is
forthcoming in Necessary Fiction, Bending Genres, Barren Magazine, Turnpike Magazine, and
elsewhere. Her flash fiction chapbook, Beautiful, Complicated Family, will be released in late 2019.
Follow her at roseyleebooks.com and @roseyleebooks on Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram.
Harley Claes is a prose poet, perfume maker, and novelist from Detroit, Michigan. Her work is
oftentimes anachronistic, mystical, philosophical and holy erotic. She also happens to run the Beatinspired press ANGELICAL RAVINGS. Her first self-published anthology is titled 'Pity The Poetics' and
her work has appeared or is forthcoming in 30+ literary journals. You can find her at harleyclaes.com
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Judy DeCroce, a former teacher, is a poet and flash fiction writer. She has been published in Pilcrow
& Dagger, Amethyst Review, The Sunlight Press, Cherry House Press- Dreamscape: An Anthology, and
many others. She is a professional storyteller and teacher of that genre. Judy lives and works in
upstate New York with her husband writer/artist Antoni Ooto. She can be found on Twitter
@JudyDeCroce
Alastair F. Brady is an aspiring illustrator and writer of early 20th century fiction for adolescents and
adults and has had numerous recognitions for his moving and imaginative pieces of art and
literature. Alastair is currently working on a full length novel as well as illustrated young adults'
books. He is also a WWI re-enactor and freelance photographer. He can be found on Instagram at
@alastaircreates.
Elspeth Wilson is a researcher and writer interested in all things gender and sexuality related. She is
a big believer in blurring boundaries between ‘art’ and ‘academia’ and always looks for creative ways
to approach research. She prefers to write poetry, essays and short stories and is currently working
on a project about the experience of pleasure post-trauma which you can see more of
@propleasurable.
Hollis Marguerite Rigney is a non-binary queer poet who lives and works in Orange, CA and San
Diego, CA. They have published work under the names of Hannah Teves and Hollis Teves. Their work
has previously appeared in Calliope, Sapere Aude, The Messy Heads, Neologism Poetry, Eudaimonia
Press, Ghost City Press, Bone & Ink Literary Magazine, and Blanket Sea Arts & Literary Magazine.
They are also the editor-in-chief of The Fruit Tree, a literary magazine for LGBT+ writers. They enjoy
listening to folk music and snuggling with their kitten, Tofu. Contact them at hnteves@gmail.com or
on Twitter @unisexlove.
Keaton St. James is an American graduate student studying science who loves to write poetry and
prose in his spare time. He can be found on Tumblr at boykeats.
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Call for Submissions
The Wellington Street Review will open for submissions on the 1st July 2019 for
our September issue.
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